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Abstract. Objective. To improve the precision of refractive surgery, a
new approach for determination of the removed corneal thickness
profile in situ with laser ablation by optical coherence tomography
(OCT) is developed. Study Design/Materials and Methods. The tradi-
tional method for precision (less than 10 mm) measurements of in-
traocular distances is based on the use of the reflected component of
probing radiation. This component is characterized by a small range
of operating angles between a probing beam and a normal to the
surface under study. To enhance this range of operating angles we
suggest using a light component backscattered from a biological ob-
ject. This will enable precision measurements over the entire surface
of the cornea without any changes in the orientation between a prob-
ing beam and the eye, a necessary condition for in situ monitoring of
laser refraction correction in the eye. We suggest a specially devel-
oped algorithm of OCT signal processing to measure the corneal
thickness by the backscattered light component for a single longitudi-
nal scan (A scan). The corneal thickness profile is obtained by a series
of such A scans acquired by successively scanning a probing beam
along the corneal surface. The thickness profile of removed layer is
determined by changes in the corneal thickness profile in the process
of ablation. When the cornea is ablated by a beam with a fixed trans-
verse profile, we propose using integral characteristics of the ablated
layer profile, for example, the maximum ablation depth, as criteria of
changes in refractive power of the eye. The measurement precision by
these characteristics is considerably higher than by a single A scan.
Since the cornea is a poorly scattering medium, the Fourier filtering is
employed to increase reliability and precision of the method. Model
experiments on monitoring the ablation process in a lavsan film and
ex vivo human cornea are described. Preliminary experiments on in
vivo measurements of human corneal thickness are performed. Re-
sults. In model experiments the precision of measurement of laser
ablation depth by one A scan was 5–20 mm, depending on the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), whereas the precision of measurement of laser
ablation depth as the integral characteristic of the ablated layer profile
was 0.3–5 mm. The experimental results showed that at small SNR
Fourier filtering might considerably increase reliability and precision
of measurements. When SNR is high, the measurement precision does
not change. The precision of measurements of the corneal thickness in
preliminary in vivo experiments was higher than in ex vivo experi-
ments. This factor is very promising for application of the method
suggested herein in refractive surgery. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1501891]
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1 Introduction
Optical coherence tomography~OCT!1–3 is a relatively new
noninvasive method for creating two-dimensional~2D! im-
ages of internal microstructures of both transparent and highl
scattering objects.2 Its spatial resolution ranges from several

Address all correspondence to Valentin Gelikonov. Tel: 7-8312-363773; E-mail:
gelikon@ufp.appl.sci-nnov.ru
microns4 to 20–25mm at depths up to 2–3 mm. Recent
OCT is being applied in an increasingly wide range of app
cations. The main uses of OCT are early diagnostics of
eases of skin and mucous structures,5–9 dentistry,10,11 as well
as retinal imaging,12–14monitoring of the state of the eye, an
high-precision measurements of intraocular distances
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ophthalmology.15–21 High-precision measurements of the cor-
neal thickness are of great importance for diagnostics of som
kinds of eye diseases17,18 and refractive surgery.15,22–24 The
advantages of OCT in comparison with other methods, e.g
ultrasound ones, for refractive surgery are well known:18,23,24

high resolution, high efficacy, noninvasiveness, and contac
free. The authors of Refs. 22 and 23 have used OCT imagin
to perform quantitative and qualitative control of the cornea
state after laserin situ keratomileusis during several months.
Analogous evaluation has been done in Ref. 24 before lase
photorefractive keratectomy and immediately after the sur
gery. The analysis made in these works shows that the diffe
ence of the measured ablation depth from the calculated one
15–25mm, i.e., 1.5–2D. This means thatin situ control of the
ablation process with precision better than 8–10mm, which
corresponds to one dimension~1D!,25 will strongly improve
the quality of correction of eye refraction abnormalities and
eliminate errors present in any real surgery.

Within the standard approach, OCT resolution is limited to
the coherence length,l c , determined as the full width at half
maximum~FWHM!. This value is usually 10–15mm. How-
ever, knowledge of additional information on the structure of
biotissues, e.g., cornea, and on the shape of autocorrelatio
function can make it possible to overcome this limitation es-
sentially by means of additional digital processing.

Currently available OCT setups can measure the corne
thickness with precision up to 4–6mm17,23,24 at coherence
length of 12–15mm. Besides, the authors of Ref. 18 showed
the possibility of measuring the central corneal thickness with
submicron precision atl c515mm. These works assume that
the corneal thickness is the difference between peak centers
A scans normalized to the refractive index. These peaks co
respond to the reflection portion of the probing radiation from
the air/cornea and cornea/intraocular fluid boundaries. Sinc
the reflected component of the probing radiation is used, th
range of precision measurements~better than 10mm! along
the corneal surface is strongly limited. That is why only the
central thickness of the cornea was measured in most work
This disadvantage is connected with the limited range o
working angles~usually this value does not exceed 0.02 rad!
between the probing radiation and the corneal normal line
However, high-precision measurements of the profile of re
moved material depth are of great importance for obtaining
detailed information on refractive properties of the cornea
and, consequently, the whole optical system of the eye. In
Ref. 24 the above method was used for corneal regions clos
to the center. But an increase in the transverse range wa
achieved only as a result of postoperative flattening of the
anterior corneal boundary in myopia correction. When hy-
peropia is corrected, curvature of the anterior corneal bound
ary becomes only greater, and the above method cannot b
applied. The authors of Ref. 18 suggest that the profile o
cornea thickness can be found by moving the eye and fixin
each of its new positions by means of a movable light source
This method cannot be used to monitor refraction surgery
since the eye orientation changes relative to the ablating ra
diation. Thus, the use of the reflected component of the prob
ing light for corneal thickness profile determination during
refractive surgery seems to be rather complicated.

To broaden the range of working angles between the prob
ing radiation and the corneal normal line, it is possible to use
634 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4
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light backscattered from the biotissue. The utilization of sc
tering properties of the cornea enables measurements a
the whole corneal surface. In this case, a higher SNR prov
higher precision of corneal thickness measurements.

In this paper a way ofin situ control of laser ablation
processes for correction of eye refractive anomalies base
OCT technique with subsequent computer processing of
mograms is suggested. To obtain and process tomograms
the light component backscattered from the cornea is used
this approach the reflected component of the probing ligh
extraneous; therefore, proper measures have to be take
avoid this component. The backscattered component is c
acterized by low OCT signal in comparison with the reflect
one and can be comparable with the noise level. To incre
SNR and, consequently, the reliability of determination
scattering layer borders, the two-dimensional Fourier filter
of tomograms is suggested. To determine the profile of
removed layer thickness with proper precision specially
signed algorithms, insensitive to insignificant reflex tremo
of the eye, are proposed. Model experiments onin situ moni-
toring of the ablation process of a lavsan film and a hum
corneaex vivohave been conducted. The experimental res
are analyzed in this paper. The precision of corneal thickn
measurements in preliminaryin vivoexperiments is estimated

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Description of the Experimental Setup
Experiments onin situ monitoring of the ablation proces
were made on the experimental setup schematically show
Figure 1. This setup is based on the scheme described in
26. Radiation from an ArF excimer laser with a wavelength
193 nm was used to ablate objects under study. Pulse re
tion rate was 10 Hz with fluence of 130 mJ/cm2 in order to
minimize damage of biotissues. This laser setup created a
Institute of Laser Physics, SD RAS~Novosibirisk, Russia! is
described in more detail in earlier papers.27,28 The ablation

Fig. 1 Experimental setup. 1-UV excimer laser; 2-lenses; 3-dichroic
mirror; 4-IR mirror; 5-cornea of patient’s eye; 6-OCT device;
7-optomechanic cross sectional scanner; 8-aplanatic meniscus lens;
9-achromatic doublets; 10-OCT sample arm objective; 11-surgical mi-
croscope.
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Optical Coherence Tomography for In Situ Monitoring . . .
process was monitored using a compact(40340315 cm)
whole-fiber OCT device created at the Institute of Applied
Physics, Russian Academy of Science~Nizhny Novgorod,
Russia!.2 A turning mirror directs low-coherence radiation of
the OCT device with the central wavelength in vacuum of
0.822mm and the coherence length of 18mm to the object.
Power, delivered onto the object under investigation, was
160–200mW. The low-coherence radiation is matched opti-
cally with the UV radiation of the excimer laser by means of
a dichroic mirror. The image of the end of the anisotropic
single-mode fiber in the signal arm of the tomograph is trans
posed to the cornea with magnificationG55 by means of a
specially designed lens. The end of the optical fiber and, cor
respondingly, the focused probing radiation are moved trans
versely over the cornea surface by an optomechanica
system29 controlled by a personal computer. The diameter of
the ablating radiation at the focusing point of the tomograph
was 5 mm. Parallel to the ablation, tomograms of the sampl
obtained by the OCT device were displayed on compute
monitor and numerically processed. The results of the pro
cessing were also displayed without interruption of the 2D
imaging of the object. The acquisition time of one tomogram
(2003200 pixels) was 4 s, and processing took less than a
second for a Pentium 233 MHz. About 0.25mm of substance
was removed by one pulse of the excimer laser. Thus, whe
the pulse repetition rate was 10 Hz, we could trace the
changes in the substancein situ with a step of about 10mm.

2.2 Materials
Objects studied in the experiments were a lavsan film, a hu
man eyeex vivo, and a human corneain vivo. Ex vivomate-
rials were extracted from a corpse a few hours after the deat
and were stored in a cooled metal container with entoptic fluid
on its bottom. The experiments were performed 4–5 h afte
such extraction. Volunteers enrolled in thein vivo experiments
were aware of the safety conditions of the methods used i
details. Experiments with all materials were performed on one
and the same setup; however, duringin vivo experiments the
ablating UV laser was turned off.

2.3 Method of Calculating the Profile of the
Removed Layer Thickness and Maximum Ablation
Depth
OCT measurements with precision over the coherence leng
require knowledge ofa priori information on tissue structure.
Assuming that the object being investigated is almost homo
geneous, its thickness ranging from a few coherence length
to 1–1.5 mm, the attenuation of the interferometric signa
with depth may obey the exponential law. So, for a single A
scan the behavior of the interferometric signal after its detec
tion at the Doppler frequency with the longitudinal coordinate
is expected to be the following: in the air before cornea and in
the intraocular liquid after cornea there is only noise compo
nent which is fluctuating near the constant, while in the cor-
nea the signal is exponentially attenuated. Because the exp
nentially attenuated data represent a very wide range of value
~up to 35–40 dB! the common way of building the OCT
signal is logarithmic compression of interferometric data.
Taking into account that the logarithm of constant is anothe
constant and the logarithm of exponential function is a linea
-
l

s

-
s

function, each longitudinal scan~A scan! of the OCT signal
S(z) can be approximated with the piecewise linear functi
f (z,a,c), wherez is the longitudinal coordinate~into the me-
dium! normalized to the refractive index,a is an unknown
thickness of the medium, andc is the complete set of param
eters required for determination by the approximating fun
tion. An example of dependencies of a single A scanS(z) and
its approximating functionf (z,a,c) on the longitudinal coor-
dinate is shown in Figure 2. The horizontal areas of the fu
tion correspond to the air and intraocular fluid of the eye, i
where the OCT signal has only a noise component. T
middle part of the function corresponds to linear attenuat
of the OCT signal in the cornea. For every longitudinal sc
among the given set of parameters(a,c) there are those tha
in the best way approximateS(z) with the functionf (z,a,c).
As an approximation measure, we used the following ro
mean-square deviation

k~a,c!5E
0

L

@ f ~z,a,c!2S~z!#2dz, ~1!

whereL is the longitudinal size of the tomogram. In this cas
the argument of the global minimum

a* 5arg min
a,c

@k~a,c!# ~2!

was taken as the sought-for medium thickness,a* . The
sought-for parameters in formula~2! are assumed to be in
certain range. This range should cover all variations poss
in practice. For example, most of the human cornea thickn
lies between 450 and 650mm.

Repeating operation~2! for each A scan in the tomogram
one can study the thickness profile of the investigated obj
since the 2D image~B scan! consists of a series of A scans~in
this case, 200 scans! obtained at successive transverse po
tions. The thickness profile of removed layer is determined
a difference between the thickness profile of nonmodified c
nea~before ablation! a0* (x) and the current valuea* (x)

Da~x!5a* ~x!2a0* ~x!. ~3!

Fig. 2 An example of approximation of a single OCT longitudinal
scan S(z) by the piecewise linear function f(z,a,c). a* , c*
5(c1* ,c2* ,...cn* ) are the parameters corresponding to the minimum of
the root-mean-square deviation. a* -is assumed as corneal thickness.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4 635
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Kuranov et al.
It should be noted that these measurements are insensiti
to reflex tremors of the eye since the average velocity of the
tremors is less than the in-depth scanning velocity, which in
our experiments amounts to 0.18 m/s.

By the profile Da(x) the characteristics of the ablation
process can be found, the most important among which is th
maximum ablation depthDamax. This characteristic can be
found when

Damax5max
x

~Da!. ~4!

The described algorithms for determination of thickness
profile and maximum thickness of the removed layer are sen
sitive to SNR on tomograms. The less the SNR the less th
range of parameters where the algorithm finds the corne
thickness correctly. If at the particular SNR the algorithm cor-
rectly gives the cornea thickness profile for most of the human
cornea range, we find it reliable. Since the cornea is a low
scattering object, the SNR does not exceed 10 dB in thes
experiments. To increase the reliability and precision of this
method, approaches based on optimization of both an optica
system and numerical algorithms were used.

2.4 Methods for Increasing the Reliability of
Determination of the Thickness Profile and Maximum
Ablation Depth
Optical methods rely on~a! elimination of aberrations of a
lens system which lower the level of useful signal, and~b!
avoiding of reflected component of probing radiation which,
if in the receipt system, leads to a considerable deviation of a
OCT signal from the modeled one. However, these may no
be enough for reliable determination of the removed laye
profile. Therefore, along with optical methods, it is suggested
that one use numerical algorithms.~c! Suppression of
speckles30 based on Fourier filtration of 2D images enables a
significant increase in SNR.~d! An error in calculation of
maximum ablation depth by formula~4! coincides with error
of determination of the removed layer profile~3!. Neverthe-
less, sometimesDamax may be calculated as an integral char-
acteristic of the removed layer profile, the calculation preci-
sion being much higher in this case.

2.4.1 Optimization of the Optical System
Aberrations present in the optical system transposing an im
age of the fiber end on the cornea result in blurring of a foca
spot and hence in a decrease in the amplitude of a mod
excited in the fiber during reception of a backscattered signa
The aberrations were eliminated by means of computer opt
mization of lens parameters and distances between lense
taking into account magnification of the optical systemG,
which had its optimal value. Magnification must be such that
~1! the diameter of the probing beam changes only insignifi-
cantly in the depth of the object, which may be achieved when
the Rayleigh lengthRL is more than the thickness of object
under studya* :RL5k0•n•(G•d)2>a* , where k0 is the
wave number in vacuum,n is the refractive index of the me-
dium, d is the diameter of fiber mode; and~2! since backscat-
tered light is characterized by a very broad diagram, the fibe
receipt from different depths must cover an as large as pos
sible range of anglesw of backscattered light. A beam scat-
636 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4
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tered at anglew from a point on the central optical axis situ
ated at a distancel from the focal plane feeds mode in fiber
~a! it falls in the fiber aperture, which can be achieved wh
w,w15NA/2G, and ~b! it falls on the fiber at an angle tha
does not exceed its numerical aperture, which is achie
when w,w25d•G/2l . It is clear that the largest range o
anglesw at signal receipt from different depths is obtaine
when the focusing plane is in the center of the cornea. Ass
ing the following parametersNA50.15, d54 mm, n51.38
is the refractive index of cornea,17 optimal values of the mag-
nification of the optical system are 4–7, depending on thi
ness of the object~200–800mm!.

2.4.2 Avoiding the Reflected Component
It is seen from Figure 2 that fitting of the OCT signal may
made even if it does not have any expressed peaks assoc
with reflection from the anterior and posterior boundaries
the medium. Moreover, for the described methods these pe
are parasitic since they considerably complicate the shap
the OCT signal, therefore complicating the form of fittin
function and increasing the calculation time. For the reflec
component of incident radiation not to excite the fiber mo
the tested medium must be scanned at an angle to its no
exceeding w5min$w1/2,w2/2%. At NA50.15, G55, a*
5600mm, d54 mm the anglew is 0.0085 rad.

2.4.3 Fourier Filtration
The major amount of backscattered light is speckled one
OCT signal. In case of single scattering as well as multi
scattering, the typical spatial scale in both directions~in-depth
and perpendicular directions! of the speckles is about the co
herence lengthl c or less. This means that on the spatia
frequency plane(kx ,ky) of the B scan the Fourier image o
speckles modulation is located mostly in the diagonal p
with the spatial-frequency scale not less than1/l c . In the pre-
sented technique we are interested in the thickness of the
dium under studya* , i.e., size of the speckles envelope. U
der the condition of the homogeneity of the medium t
spatial scale of this envelope is equal to its size. This me
that the frequency scale of the Fourier image of speckles
velope is far less than of the speckles modulation1/a*
!1/l c . Moreover, if we suppose that the in-depth scale of
object being studied is far less than the perpendicular o
Fourier harmonics of the speckles envelope are located no
the diagonal part of the frequency plane but rather in
peripheral ones. In summary, the low-frequency filtration
the OCT image will substantially decrease the speckle mo
lation amplitude, thus providing higher SNR. The low
frequency filtration can be carried out by applying a Four
mask with reducing spatial harmonics from low frequencies
the highest. Such a procedure will not disturb the shape
speckles envelope, but will decrease the sharpness of
boundaries’ detection~as can be clearly seen from the result!.
Bearing in mind that the in-depth scale of the object und
study is much less than its perpendicular scale, the effec
boundary blurring at low-frequency filtering can be consid
ably reduced. To achieve this, the spatial harmonics shoul
suppressed with the Fourier mask much stronger in the d
onal rather than in the peripheral part.
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Optical Coherence Tomography for In Situ Monitoring . . .
Fig. 3 Fourier mask for suppression of the speckles spatial harmonics;
r, f-are the polar coordinates. White dotted line roughly shows the
border of the speckle harmonics location. Zero spatial harmonic cor-
responds to the r50.
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Based on this reasoning, as well as on considerations o
analyticity, we chose the following function as the Fourier
mask:

M ~r ,f!5expS 2S r

DF~f! D
2D , ~5!

where r and f are polar coordinates on frequency plane,
DF~f! is the width of Gaussian curve~5! depending on the
polar anglef

DF~f!5Dr F11a expS 2S uf2p/4u2f0

Df D 2D G , ~6!

Dr is the characteristic scale of the maskM (r ,f) over radius,
Df is the lobe width,f0 is the angular shift of the lobes from
the central linef5p/4, a is the depth of angular modulation.
An example of the mask~5! with empirically chosen param-
etersDr , Df, f0 , anda is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 4,
longitudinal scans ofex vivocornea before Fourier filtration
f

and after it are shown. This figure illustrates that speckles
be considerably suppressed while the shape of the useful
nal is nearly not disrupted.

2.4.4 Determination of Maximum Ablation
Depth by Approximating the Removed
Layer Profile by a Given Function
If we know the ablating beam profile and, respectively, t
form of the layer removed from the cornea, then we may
additional integral characteristics of the functionDa(x) as
Damax @Eq. ~3!#. For example, in case of myopia laser corre
tion the transverse profile of the removed layer is well a
proximated by a parabola in the ablation place~Figure 5!

R~x,A,B,C!5H Ax21Bx1C x1,x,x2

0 x<x1 ,x>x2
, ~7!

where x is the transverse coordinate,A,B,C are parameters
required for determination of parabola,x1,2(A,B,C) are trans-
verse coordinates corresponding to the borders of the abla
zone. Parameters of the parabola are determined by the
dition of the smallest root-mean-square deviation from
profile Da(x)

~A* ,B* ,C* !5arg min
A,B,C

H E
x1~A,B,C!

x2~A,B,C!

@R~x,A,B,C!

2Da~x!#2dxJ . ~8!

In this case the following relation gives maximum ablatio
depth

Damax5C* 2B* 2/4A* . ~9!

Since the quantity of Eq.~9! is an integral characteristic o
the functionDa(x), the precision of its determination is muc
higher than of Eq.~4!.
Fig. 4 Example of a longitudinal scan with Fourier filtration (bold line) and without it (thin line). Both scans were taken from the images on Figures
7b and 7a correspondingly and brought to the same noise level.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4 637



Kuranov et al.
Fig. 5 Determination of the profile of the removed corneal thickness vs transversal coordinate simultaneously with the ablation process: (a)-
computed corneal thickness before (bold line) and during (thin line) the ablation process; (b)-removed thickness profile (thin line) computed as the
difference between the corneal thickness before and during the ablation process and its approximation with parabolic profile (bold line), Damax-is
a maximum ablation depth.
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3 Results
A series of experiments was conducted to demonstrate th
feasibility of in situ monitoring of ablation processes in the
setup schematically shown in Figure 1. In these experiment
ablation objects were a 170mm lavsan film whose scattering
and absorption parameters are close to those of the corne
and a human corneaex vivo. Also, preliminaryin vivo mea-
surements of human cornea thickness were carried out. Fo
these measurements we optimized the optical system, i.e., a
errations of the lens system were eliminated and the reflecte
component of incident radiation was avoided. Before these
optimizations it had been impossible to determine borders o
the scattering layer by any method available because of th
high level of light associated with reflection from the air/
scattering medium boundary and a low backscattered sign
on OCT images.

Results of the experiments are summarized in Table 1. Us
ing the algorithms described above we calculated the thick
ness profile of the object by formula~2!, the thickness profile
of a removed layer by formula~3!, and maximum ablation
depth by formula~9!. The results were obtained with or with-
out Fourier filtration with mask@Eq. ~5!#. The calculation time
for one tomogram, including one-time indication of results,
was not more than 1 s~Pentium 233c!.

The control for ablation processes in the lavsan film and
human corneaex vivois illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, show-
638 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4
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ing tomograms of objects in different states: before ablati
after ablation, and in some intermediate state. We believe
the irregularities of the posterior corneal boundary are due
after-death ischemia resulting in damage of the endothel
and the reaction of descemet’s membrane appearing as d
mation of the corneal posterior boundary. Borders of the s
tering layer are defined on these tomograms. Correspon
plots represent dependencies of the thickness of the remo
layer and its parabolic approximation on the coordinate wh
is transverse to a scanning beam. Figure 8 illustrates the
termination of human corneal boundaries on a tomogram
the preliminaryin vivo experiment. On this tomogram refle
tremors of the eye are clearly seen, but in these methods
do not lead to errors in measurements of the corneal th
ness.

The objects were scanned several times to determine
cision of the method in each state. By different realizations
the OCT signal quantitiesSD1 andSD2 were determined, i.e.
the root-mean-square deviations from average values of
thickness of the object found by formula~2! in some fixed
point, and from an average maximum ablation depth found
formula ~9!. Values of these quantities were taken to be ac
racies of corresponding measurements. Based on the re
summarized in Table 1 the following conclusions may
drawn.



Optical Coherence Tomography for In Situ Monitoring . . .
Table 1 Results of experiments. DZ-step of scanning in depth of the object, DX-step of scanning along
the object, a0-initial thickness of the object, Damax-maximum ablation depth calculated by formula (9),
N-number of realizations of OCT signal, SD1-root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) from an average thick-
ness of the object calculated in different realizations of the OCT signal by formula (2),
SD2-root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) from an average maximum ablation depth calculated in differ-
ent realizations of the OCT signal by formula (9). All sizes are given in microns.

Object under
study DZ DX N Fourier mask a0 Damax SD1 SD2

Lavsan 3.6 23 23 Yes 170 68.2 5 0.3

No 170 68.7 5 0.3

Eye ex vivo 6.5 33 46 Yes 761 0 17 3

No 757 0 20 5

21 Yes 761 30.5 20 3

No 757 31 28 2

46 Yes 761 90 20 3.8

No 757 88 33 6

Eye in vivo 8.3 0 200 Yes 546 0 12 ¯

No 542 0 15 ¯
f
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e
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~a! In experiments the precision of measurements o
maximum ablation depth with a lavsan film was
0.3mm, i.e., 1/60 of the coherence length, and with
the human corneaex vivo—2–6 mm, i.e., 1/9–1/3
of the coherence length. The same tendency is fo
the measurement precision of thickness profile of
the object. Thus, measurement precision consider
ably increases with increasing SNR.

~b! In experiments with a lavsan film and human cor-
neaex vivo, the precision of determination of maxi-
mum ablation depth as an integral characteristic
the removed layer profile by formula~9! is much
higher than the precision of determination of th
same value by formula~4!. The same result may b
expected duringin vivo experiments on ablation o
the eye cornea.

~c! At a small SNR the Fourier filtering, as follow
from the results ofex vivo experiments, helps to
increase the precision. The reliability of measur
ments is also increased. It means that without
Fig. 6 In situ monitoring of the ablation process of 170 mm lavsan film. Tomogram (a) is an OCT image of nonmodified lavsan film. Tomogram on
the left of (b) is an OCT image of UV ablated film on depths of 70 mm. White lines on the images are corresponding to the computed boundaries
of the film. On the right of (b) the computed profile of ablated lavsan film thickness (thin line) and its parabolic approximation (bold line) are
shown.
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Fig. 7 In situ monitoring of the ablation process of ex vivo human cornea. Tomogram (a) is an OCT image of the nonmodified cornea without
Fourier filtration and (b)-with Fourier filtration. On the left of (c) and (d) Fourier-filtered OCT images of UV ablated cornea on depths of 31 and 91
mm correspondingly are shown. On the right of (c) and (d) the computed profile of ablated corneal thickness (thin lines) and their parabolic
approximations (bold lines) are shown.
to

s

-

tering the range of parameters to be searched has
be adopted for a certain eye. After Fourier filtering
no such changing is needed. Figure 5 demonstrate
that the filter increases SNR at the back boundary
of the tomogram by 10–15 dB. Although values of
the object thickness determined with and without
Fourier filtering differ in some cases by 4mm, the
difference in values of the removed layer thickness
was no more than 2mm. At high SNR, as the re-
sults of experiments with lavsan film show, the
Fourier filtering does not have any influence on
measurement precision.

Measurement precision duringin vivo experiments is
higher than inex vivoexperiments by 1.5–2 times, which is
certainly very promising for application of the suggested
methods. We suppose that the higher precision duringin vivo
experiments is due to endothelium damage resulting in cor
640 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4
Fig. 8 In vivo OCT images of human cornea (a)-without Fourier filtra-
tion, (b)-with Fourier filtration.
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Optical Coherence Tomography for In Situ Monitoring . . .
neal swell. The change in hydration results in an increase o
speckle noise level duringex vivoexperiments.

4 Discussion
In our experiments ablation was performed by a UV laser
with a wide beam. By means of special masks the beam ge
a certain intensity distribution along the coordinate which is
transverse to the direction of beam propagation. The initia
distribution remains fixed during ablation. This fact allowed
us to use integral characteristics of removed layer thicknes
profile as a criterion for ablation depth. In particular, for de-
termination of maximum ablation depth during myopia, cor-
rection formula~9! was used. The determination precision of
the integral characteristics is very high, being in this case~as
shown in Table 1! 0.3–5 mm, depending on SNR. This is
quite sufficient for refraction surgery. The integral character-
istics of the removed layer thickness profile may also be use
for monitoring of the process of hyperopia correction, but in
this case formulas~7! and ~9! should be slightly modified
because branches of the approximating parabola will b
downwards instead of upwards.

Note that this method of corneal ablation does not allow
elimination of high-order aberrations because the ablating
beam profile remains constant during the whole operation
Flying-spot technology31–33 used in refractive surgery can
change the distribution of time-average density of radiation
power on the cornea in the process of ablation. However, fo
such a correction high-precision monitoring of the entire sur-
face of the cornea is required. To the best of our knowledge
currently there are no technologies available that would allow
such monitoring. If for this purpose we use the method de
scribed here, then its precision will be determined by the pre
cision of measurements of removed layer thickness for each
scan. This precision is much lower than that of integral char
acteristics, being, as shown in Table 1, in experiments with
lavsan film andex vivocornea as small as 5–30mm, depend-
ing on SNR. The measurement precision may be increased
a required one by the following ways.

Model experiments with lavsan film showed that the pre-
cision of the suggested method may be further enhanced b
increasing SNR. One of the ways here is further optimization
of the optical system of the signal arm. Another way is to
increase the power of radiation incident on the cornea. For th
wavelength of 0.822mm this way does not work because a
maximum allowable value of this power is 0.22 mW.17,18

However, at a wavelength of 1.3mm the safe power for the
eye is 15 mW,19 which is more than 50 times as great as for
the 0.822mm wavelength.

As has been demonstrated in papers,15,18 an increase in the
precision of determination of the corneal thickness is directly
proportional to a decrease in the source coherence length.
this work the autocorrelation function width was 18mm at a
central wavelength of 0.822mm. Currently, commercially
available at this wavelength as well as at the 1.3mm wave-
length are sources with coherence length not less than 10mm.
Thus, with such sources one may expect a double increase
measurement precision at the same SNR.

It should be noted that in this work accuracies of measure
values summarized in Table 1 were determined only by sev
eral realizations of OCT signal. For more reliable values of
f

s

o

y

n

n

the accuracies, independent measurements by other me
are needed. If such experiments reveal considerable~i.e.,
more than allowable error! deviations in values of the mea
sured quantities, formula~2! for determination of the scatter
ing layer thickness must be appropriately modified.

5 Conclusion
Based on the experiments we performed and the analys
obtained results, we may conclude that the use of the scatt
light component forin situ monitoring of ablation processe
by OCT technique seems to be more promising in some
plications compared with the use of the reflected compon
We believe that after some optimization of our experimen
setup we will be able to achieve the required measurem
precision for monitoring of ablation processes with flyin
spot technology.
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